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The effect of infrared (IR) irradiation on the electron capture dissociation (ECD) fragmentation
pattern of peptide ions was investigated. IR heating increases the internal energy of the
precursor ion, which often amplifies secondary fragmentation, resulting in the formation of
w-type ions as well as other secondary fragments. Improved sequence coverage was observed
with IR irradiation before ECD, likely due to the increased conformational heterogeneity upon
IR heating, rather than faster breakdown of the initially formed product ion complex, as IR
heating after ECD did not have similar effect. Although the ECD fragment ion yield of peptide
ions does not typically increase with IR heating, in double resonance (DR) ECD experiments,
fragment ion yield may be reduced by fast resonant ejection of the charge reduced molecular
species, and becomes dependent on the folding state of the precursor ion. In this work, the
fragment ion yield was monitored as a function of the delay between IR irradiation and
the DR-ECD event to study the gas-phase folding kinetics of the peptide ions. Furthermore, the
degree of intracomplex hydrogen transfer of the ECD fragment ion pair was used to probe the
folding state of the precursor ion. Both methods gave similar refolding time constants of ~1.5
s-1, revealing that gaseous peptide ions often refold in less than a second, much faster than
their protein counterparts. It was also found from the IR-DR-ECD study that the intramolec
ular H- transfer rate can be an order of magnitude higher than that of the separation of the
long-lived clz product ion complexes, explaining the common observation of c· and z type ions
in ECD experiments. (J Am Soc Mass Spectrom 2008,19,780-789) © 2008 American Society
for Mass Spectrometry

One of the major challenges of modem structural
biology is to understand the process of in vivo
folding of a protein into a well-defined, biolog

ically active structure [1, 2]. The effects of aqueous
solvation and the intrinsic intramolecular interactions
may be better revealed by studying the protein confor
mation in the gas phase in the absence of solvents.
Making use of the soft ionization method of electro
spray ionization (ESI) [3], a number of mass spectrom
etry (MS) based methods have been applied to investi
gate the protein conformation in the gas phase, includ
ing the ESI charge state distribution to determine the
availability of ionization basic sites [4, 5], HID ex
change (HDX) to identify the exposed region of the
conformation [6-10], drift tube ion mobility spectrom
etry (IMS) to measure the conformational cross section
[10-13], high-field asymmetric waveform ion mobility
spectrometry (FAIMS) to separate different conformers
[10, 14, 15], infrared photodissociation spectroscopy
(IRPDS) to probe the hydrogen bonding [16-20], and
electron capture dissociation (ECD) [21,22] to locate the
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noncovalent tertiary bonding [23-26]. Particularly, ECD
based methods have been used to study the gas-phase
unfolding and refolding kinetics of protein ions [24, 25J.

ECD in Fourier-transform ion cyclotron resonance
mass spectrometry (FT-ICR-MS or FTMS) [27, 28J has
quickly found wide application in both top-down and
bottom-up proteomics [21, 29-33J, as well as in identi
fying and locating post-translational modifications
(PTMs) [34-38J. As a nonthreshold dissociation
method, the ECD fragment ion yield of a protein ion is
not only affected by its sequence, but also by its higher
order structures [15, 21, 26, 39, 40J. This is the basis of
studying protein conformation and folding process by
ECD. Noncovalent intramolecular interactions of pro
tein ions may prevent fragment ion separation, leading
to decreased product ion yield and poor sequence
coverage, both of which can be improved in activated
ion (AI)-ECD, where protein ions are unfolded [41-45].
Ion activation is typically done by collisions with back
ground gas molecules [41, 43, 45J, raising the ambient
temperature [16, 45], or infrared (IR) laser irradiation
[42,44-46]. Efficient energy-transfer via multiple colli
sions with gas molecules requires the cell pressure to be
increased to the 1O~6 torr range, which in tum requires
a long pump-down time (~10 s typically) before the
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pressure is suitable for trapped ion excitation and
detection with a sufficiently long transient for good
resolving power, making it unattractive for high-
throughput analysis or signal averaging when the sam-
ple comes in limited amount. Moreover, collisional
activation via sustained off-resonance irradiation
(SORI) [47, 48] of precursor ions is complicated by
tuning of optimal conditions for each individual ion,
while “in-beam” activation (as in in-beam ECD [41] or
plasma ECD experiments [43]) has the limitation of not
being able to isolate the precursor ions. Raising the
temperature to and keeping it at a well defined value in
the ICR cell is not always possible with every FT-ICR
mass spectrometer [49, 50]. Even when it is possible, it
is still inconvenient in that it takes time to heat up the cell
before AI-ECD experiments and to cool the cell back
down for normal operation afterwards. Furthermore,
heating also usually results in an undesirable increase in
cell pressure. IR irradiation, on the other hand, is fast, easy
to implement, allows precursor ion isolation, and does not
result in a cell pressure increase, making it the preferred
method for ion activation in AI-ECD experiments.
Simultaneous introduction of the IR laser and elec-

tron beam to intersect the ion cloud in the center of the
ICR cell has been previously done by either bringing in
one beam off-axis while keeping the other on-axis [42,
45], or introducing the IR beam through a hollow
electron gun mounted on-axis and letting the ring-
shaped electron beam be compressed by the magnetic
field gradient [44]. It has been shown extensively that ion
activation by IR laser absorption leads to enhanced frag-
mentation in protein ion ECD. The heated, unfolded
protein ion can also cool and refold in the gas phase, and
ECD fragment ion yield with ECD conducted at various
delays after the IR irradiation should provide a measure
of the extent of protein refolding [25].
It should be noted that the increased product ion

formation results from the breakdown of the initially
formed long-lived fragment ion complexes that stay
unseparated during the excitation/detection event in
the absence of ion activation. Unlike larger protein
ions, intramolecular noncovalent interactions in pep-
tide ions are not as numerous. Thus, the resulting
fragment ion complexes in ECD are often short-lived,
and easily separate to generate individual product
ions before ion detection. Consequently, little en-
hancement in fragment ion yields were expected in
AI-ECD of smaller peptide ions. Nonetheless, the
existence of these ion complexes in peptide ECD is
evident, as suggested by a number of experiments.
Deuterium scrambling in ECD of a selectively deu-
terated linear peptide was readily present, most
likely due to intermolecular H/D exchange in the
fragment ion complexes [51]. Formation of radical c·
ions and even-electron z ions is often observed in
peptide ECD experiments, postulated to be the result
of H-atom abstraction from the c-ion backbone or side
chains by the �-carbon radical on the z· ion [51–53].
This hypothesis correlates well with the observation

of the decreased c·/c ratio and the increased z·/z ratio
upon ion activation [53], when c/z ion separation rate
is comparable to that of the H-atom transfer. The
knowledge that the c·/c ratio decreases and the z·/z
ratio increases upon ion activation has been utilized
to distinguish the type of ions formed in ECD [53].
Finally, in double resonance (DR)-ECD experiments,
resonant ejection of the charge reduced species and
the isobaric fragment ion complexes resulted in abun-
dance decreases of many ECD fragments from pep-
tide ions, thus directly showing that formation of
these ECD fragment ions proceeds via radical com-
plex intermediates that have a lifetime at least com-
parable to that of the ejection time, typically in
milliseconds [54].

Experimental

Experiments were carried out on a custom-built qQq-
FT-ICR mass spectrometer with an external electro-
spray ionization source [55, 56]. All peptides were
purchased from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO), and
used without further purification. The samples were
diluted to �5 pmol/�L in 49.5:49.5:1 H2O:CH3OH:
HCOOH solution, and electrosprayed from glass capil-
lary nanospray tips to generate multiply charged ions.
Ions of interest were isolated and accumulated in the
front end quadrupoles before entering the cell, where
they were subjected to �100 ms low-energy electron
irradiation from an on-axis indirectly heated dispenser
cathode (model STD200; Heatwave, Watsonville, CA).
In double resonance experiments, the charge reduced
molecular ions were resonantly ejected from the cell by
applying a single frequency excitation waveform with
peak-to-peak amplitude of 2.5 to 40 V during the
electron irradiation period.
IR light (10.6 �m) from a CO2 laser (Synrad,

Mukilteo, WA) was introduced into the ICR cell
through a BaF2 window, �0.87 in. off center. The IR
laser beam traveled parallel to the magnetic field axis
towards a mirror mounted on the cell end trapping
plate, with the mirror tilted at �4.2°, such that the
reflected beam passed through the center of the cell.
For initial alignment, a photodiode was installed on
the other cell trapping plate, located diagonally from
the mirror, also �0.87 in. off center. Overlap of the
reflected beam from an alignment diode laser (590
nm) mounted just outside of the laser exit and the
photodiode was optimized by maximizing the pho-
toconductivity of the photodiode. The laser beam
path was then constructed and defined by insertion
and locking of two irises around the beam, and the
photodiode was removed as it was not UHV compat-
ible. Final alignment was achieved by maximizing the
fragmentation of ubiquitin ions by the 10.6 �m laser.
With the IR beam intersecting the ion cloud at an
angle, higher fragmentation yield may be achieved by
increasing the trapping voltage to squeeze the ion
cloud axially. However, such was not implemented in
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IR-DR-ECD experiments, as the objective was merely
to heat up the ions gently rather than to achieve
maximum fragmentation. The IR irradiation time was
adjusted to achieve maximum ion activation without
fragmentation.
A typical spectrumwas the sum of 10 scans, acquired

at 1 MHz sampling rate and with 512 k point buffer size,
corresponding to a 0.524 s transient. The digitized
transients were zero-filled twice and fast Fourier trans-
formed without apodization to produce the magnitude
mode mass spectra. Because all fragment ions were
singly charged, their abundances were calculated di-
rectly from peak heights without the need of charge
correction to account for ICR response. With the theo-
retical Fourier-transform limit mass resolving power
(f*t/2) being a mere 28,134 at m/z �1000, it was not
possible to separate the A � 1 isotopic peak of c· or z·
ions from the monoisotopic peak of the corresponding c
or z ions. Thus, when interference existed, the theoret-
ical A � 1 contribution from the odd-electron species
was subtracted to give the correct ion abundance of the
monoisotopic even-electron species.

Results and Discussion

Effects of IR Heating on ECD Pattern of
Substance P

As a first example to show the effects of IR heating on
ECD pattern of peptide ions, the ECD spectra of
Substance P (RPKPQQFFGLM-NH2) both without
(Figure 1a) and with IR heating (200 ms duration)
before (Figure 1b) and after (Figure 1c) electron
irradiation were acquired. Since both basic residues
are located near the N-terminus, it is of no surprise
that ECD of Substance P produced mostly c type ions,
with the only z type ion being the z9 that contains the
lysine residue. The c2 ion is not present in the
spectrum, even though its m/z (273.2) is well above

the Nyquist frequency limit used (corresponding to
m/z �215). Post-heating the ion cloud with 200 ms IR
irradiation did not change the ECD pattern signifi-
cantly, with the c2 ion still missing from the spectrum
(Figure 1c). Therefore, the absence of c2 cannot solely
be the result of intracomplex noncovalent bonding
holding the fragment ion pair together. It has been
reported that at 86 K, ECD of Substance P generated
only two c ions (c7 and c10), which was proposed to be
the result of reduced conformational heterogeneity at
lower temperature [57]. The calculated low-energy
gas-phase structures of doubly charged Substance P
involve solvation of the protonated Lys3 away from
the N-terminus [58]; thus, even at room temperature,
the formation of c2 is disfavored. The addition of a
third charge by either adding a proton or replacing a
proton with a divalent metal ion significantly
changed the gas-phase conformation of Substance P,
particularly the solvation of the Lys3 proton, as
evidenced by the abundant c2 ion formation [59]. In
accordance with these results, preheating the precur-
sor ions with IR also led to the formation of c2 (Figure
1b), likely due to the increased internal energy of the
precursor ions by IR heating allowing the protonated
Lys3 to be solvated near the N-terminus. The confor-
mational change also led to the disappearance of the
z9 ion, as c2 formation requires the protonated Lys3
side chain to be hydrogen bonded to the Pro2 car-
bonyl and neutralized during electron capture, pre-
venting the Arg1 side chain from binding there,
which was necessary for z9 formation. The disappear-
ance of z9 ions with IR heating may also be the result
of secondary fragmentation, although this is unlikely
because neither smaller zn ions nor internal fragment
ions were observed. Since the conformational change
had to take place before ECD to direct the formation
of product ions/neutrals, post-heating the ions
would not have similar effects.

Figure 1. ECD spectra of Substance P with 150 ms electron irradiation and (a) no IR irradiation;
(b) 200 ms IR irradiation immediately before the ECD event; and (c) 200 ms IR irradiation immediately
after the ECD event. Asterisk marks electronic noise.
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In addition to the commonly formed c and z· type
ions, ECD of Substance P also produced some c· type
ions (c4· and c5· as shown in the insets of Figure 1),
which disappeared completely when the precursor
ions were heated with IR irradiation before ECD. It is
generally believed that ECD produces c and z· type
ions first and the formation of c· and z ions is the
result of intracomplex hydrogen radical transfer, the
extent of which depends on the stability of the z·
radical as well as the lifetime of the initially formed
c/z· ion pair [51, 52, 54]. IR heating before ECD can
disrupt the intramolecular interactions that hold the
c/z· ion pair together, leading to shortened lifetime
and less c· and z ion formation. On the other hand,
post-ECD IR heating appeared to have very little
effect, presumably because the intramolecular H
transfer is a fast process that completed before the ion
pair complex was heated sufficiently for dissociation.
It is also interesting to note that c4 and c5 were the
only two N-terminal fragment ions showing a signif-
icant drop in ion abundances in the DR-ECD experi-
ment (Supplemental Figure 1, which can be found in
the electronic version of this article), further suggest-
ing that c· ion formation requires a long-lived ion pair
complex. Although the abundances of c4· and c5·
dropped significantly in DR-ECD, a substantial
amount of c· ions remained. Thus, the intracomplex
hydrogen radical transfer must have taken place on a

timescale at least comparable to that of ion ejection,
i.e., in sub-ms.

Enhanced Fragment Ion Yield in IR-ECD

While fragment ion yield enhancement and improved
sequence coverage in AI-ECD of protein ions were
largely attributed to the breaking of noncovalent inter-
actions to facilitate the fragment ion separation and
detection, it is clear from the previous example that
increased conformational heterogeneity may also play an
important role. In IR-ECD of Substance P, this resulted in
c2 ion formation and z9 disappearance with no other
significant change in the ECD pattern. A more drastic
change in the ECD pattern with IR heating was observed
in IR-ECD of fibrinopeptide B (EGVNDNEEGFFSAR), as
shown in Figure 2. ECD of fibrinopeptide B generates
mostly z type ions due to charge retention on the
C-terminal arginine side chain upon electron capture,
with a small peak corresponding to the c13 ion (upper
spectrum, Figure 2a). z2· (m/z �230) was missing from
the spectrum, and z3· was barely observable. 150 ms IR
irradiation before ECD (upper spectrum, Figure 2b) led
to formation of the z2 ion, and a large abundance
increase for many small z ions (z3 to z6) as well as c11
and c13 ions. In the DR-ECD experiment, z-ions up to z8
showed appreciable abundance drop upon resonant
ejection of the charge reduced molecular ion (at m/z �1571)

Figure 2. ECD (upper) and DR-ECD (lower) spectra of fibrinopeptide B with 150 ms electron
irradiation and (a) no IR irradiation; (b) 150 ms IR irradiation immediately before the ECD event; and
(c) 150 ms IR irradiation, followed by a 400 ms delay, before the ECD event. Insets illustrate the pulse
sequence used in each experiment. For clarity, only c, z, and w-type ions are labeled, and the number
symbol indicates secondary fragments corresponding to additional side-chain losses from z-type ions.
Dashed cleavages are observed in AI-ECD only.
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during the ECD event (upper spectrum, Figure 2a),
suggesting that the C-terminal arginine side-chain was
hydrogen bonded to the side chains of Asn4 to Glu8 at
room-temperature, which is highly likely since this
sequence contains three acidic residues. The folded
structure may also sterically restrict the access of the
N-terminal �NH3

� group (or other charge sites) to the
carbonyls of Gly9 through Ala13, thus minimizing ECD
near this region. Such steric restriction would be re-
moved and the conformation heterogeneity increased
when the peptide was unfolded by IR heating before
electron irradiation, resulting in the fragment ion yield
increase as observed. To open up new fragmentation
channels, the unfolding and the conformational change
have to take place before the dissociation event. IR
irradiation after ECD did not change the ECD pattern
significantly (spectrum not shown). Once again, it
shows that the increased fragment ion yield in AI-
ECD of small peptide ions is more likely to be the
result of conformational change than the ease of
fragment ion separation.

Secondary Fragment Ion Formation in IR-ECD of
Fibrinopeptide B

ECD of a multiply charged peptide ion produces an
even-electron fragment (c ion) and an odd-electron
fragment (z· ion). The radical site on the odd-electron
fragment can initiate further reactions such as intracom-
plex hydrogen radical transfer which leads to the for-
mation of c· and z ions [52], or secondary fragmentation
with little or no activation barrier [22, 60–63]. Second-
ary side-chain fragmentation leading to the formation
of d- and w-type ions is well documented in the ECD
literature, and has found application in de novo se-
quencing for its ability to distinguish between Leu and
Ile residues [44, 60, 64, 65]. Abundant w ion formation
was apparent in the IR-ECD experiment (Figure 2b), in
accord with previous observations in hot ECD and
AI-ECD, where extra energy seemed to enhance the w
ion formation. Many other secondary fragment ions
(peaks marked with the number symbol in Figure 2b)
were also present in the IR-ECD spectrum, correspond-
ing mostly to side-chain losses from the z ions. It is
important to heat up the precursor ion before ECD,
instead of the fragment ions after ECD, as post-ECD IR
irradiation generates little secondary fragment ions.
This might be due to rapid radical stabilization
[66–68] via radical rearrangement, such as intracom-
plex H transfer, proline ring opening, or radical
trapping near the aromatic group, before IR heating.
Secondary backbone fragmentations dominated the
ECD spectra of cyclic peptides [22], but no internal
fragment ions were found in the IR-ECD spectrum of
fibrinopeptide B, presumably because of the charge
locations at the termini.

Unfolding and Refolding of Peptide Ions by
IR Irradiation

AI-ECD has been used to study protein folding in the
gas-phase, by monitoring the fragment ion yield, which
often increases with ion activation, due to breaking of
intramolecular hydrogen bonds that prevent fragment
ion separation [24, 25]. The challenge of extending this
method to peptide folding studies is that the lifetime of
the fragment ion complexes from peptide ion ECD is
often much shorter than the delay between the ECD
event and ion excitation/detection, and as the result,
nearly all fragment ions are readily detected, with or
without ion activation. This difficulty may be circum-
vented by applying the DR-ECD method, where reso-
nant ejection of the fragment ion complexes during
ECD can reduce the fragment ion abundance [54].
Because of the rapid ejection time, even fragment ions
from intermediates of millisecond lifetime, as is typical
in peptide ion ECD, can experience significant abun-
dance drop in DR-ECD, and the subsequent increase
when IR irradiation is applied to unfold the precursor
ions.
A greater abundance drop in DR-ECD indicates a

longer lifetime of the intermediate through which the
product ions are formed, as the result of a more
folded structure of the precursor ion. Compared to
the sharp abundance drop in DR-ECD of room-
temperature fibrinopeptide B (upper spectrum, Fig-
ure 2a), many small z ions experienced only moderate
to little drop in abundance with pre-ECD IR irradia-
tion (lower spectrum, Figure 2b), suggesting that
most of the intramolecular hydrogen bonds were
already broken. The lifetime of the intermediate can
be calculated by assuming that separation of a frag-
ment ion pair follows first-order unimolecular disso-
ciation kinetics [54]. Figure 3 plots the abundance of

Figure 3. First-order decays of the intact c7/z7 ion pair abun-
dance as a function of ejection time when ECD of fibrinopeptide B
was carried out at various delays after the IR irradiation. Solid
lines are single exponential fits.
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the intact c7/z7 pair, which is calculated as the
difference between the abundance of z7 ion in normal
ECD and that in DR-ECD, against the ejection time
with DR-ECD taking place at various time delays
after the IR irradiation (or without IR irradiation).
The single exponential decay fit gives the lifetime of
the c7/z7 ion pair complex of �2.6 ms without pre-
ECD IR heating, and �0.7 ms when ECD was per-
formed immediately after the IR irradiation. When
there was a delay between the IR and the DR-ECD
event (Figure 2c), the lifetime of the intermediate
increased to �1.1 ms with a 100 ms delay, and �1.9
ms with an 800 ms delay. Clearly, the unfolded
peptide ion can cool and refold back to a more
compact structure, particularly in absence of solvent
molecules in the gas-phase. The refolding process
took place in several hundred milliseconds to a few
seconds, but a more quantitative assessment of the
refolding time constant would require a properly
constructed kinetic model.

Refolding Kinetics of Fibrinopeptide B Probed by
the Fragment Ion Yield in DR-ECD

A simple two-state model was used to study the refold-
ing kinetics, which assumes that a peptide ion can only
exist in one of the two states: a folded state or an
unfolded state. All c/z ion pairs from an unfolded
peptide ion will break before ejection, but only a
fraction (x) of these ion complexes from a folded pep-
tide ion will break before ejection. The value of x
depends on both the amplitude of the resonant ejection
waveform and the lifetime of the intermediate, and it
can be obtained from the DR-ECD experiment without
IR heating, assuming that all peptide ions are folded to
start with. If DR-ECD is performed at a delay of t after
the IR irradiation, then the ratio (r) of the fragment ion
abundance with resonant ejection to the one without
resonant ejection can be expressed as:

r � y � (1� y) * x (1)

where y is the fraction of the peptide ions remaining
unfolded at time delay t. This ratio (r) should drop as
the delay t increases and the peptide ions refold. Since
r can be obtained experimentally, and x is just rwithout
IR irradiation, the fraction of the unfolded peptide ions,
y, at any given delay after the IR irradiation can be
calculated according to eq 1. Assuming first-order re-
folding kinetics, one can obtain the refolding time
constant krefold by fitting y as a function of t to a single
exponential decay. Figure 4 shows one such plot using
the z7 yield in DR-ECD with 20 Vpp ejection voltage as
the probe for precursor ion folding state. Abundances
from both the odd and even electron z7 ions are in-
cluded, because the formation of either results from the
breaking of the same initially formed c7/z7· complex.
The best fit gives a krefold of 1.55 � 0.10 s�1, correspond-
ing to a half-life of 0.45 s, which correlates well with
Figure 2c. This is much faster than that for protein ions,
which typically take minutes to refold in the gas phase
[24]. Presumably, the reduced dimension of the poten-
tial energy surface of the smaller peptide ion makes it
faster to find its low-energy structures than its protein
counterparts.

Figure 4. Percentage of the fibrinopeptide B ions that remained
unfolded (as calculated from the DR-ECD experiment) at various
time delays after the IR irradiation was turned off. Solid line is the
single exponential fit.

Figure 5. (a) Expanded regions of the ECD spectra of fibrinopep-
tide B showing that the percentage of the hydrogen transfer
product (z7) increased as the delay between the IR and ECD events
increased. (b) Percentage of the fibrinopeptide B ions that re-
mained unfolded (as calculated from the ratio of z7· and z7
abundances) at various time delays after the IR irradiation was
turned off. Solid line is the single exponential fit.
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Refolding Kinetics of Fibrinopeptide B Probed by
the Intra-Complex Hydrogen Transfer

The key to the study of gas-phase peptide folding by
AI-ECD is to find a suitable property that varies with
folding states, such as the fragment ion yield in DR-
ECD experiment (vide infra). Figure 5a shows that even
though the total abundance of the z7 ions in ECD did
not change much with the IR heating, the ratio of z to z·
ion abundance increased as the delay between IR and
ECD increased. This should come as no surprise, as
even-electron z ions are the products of intracomplex
hydrogen radical transfer, which should decrease as the
IR heating unfolds the peptide, leaving the product ion
complex too short-lived to complete the H· transfer. The
same two-state model can be used to study the peptide
ion refolding, with a slightly different definition for
folding and unfolding states. An unfolded peptide
should only produce z· ions, as there is nothing to hold
the fragment ion pair together for H· transfer to take
place. If a peptide is folded, however, a fraction (x) of
the z· ions can abstract a hydrogen atom to form z ions,
and the value of x can be obtained from the ECD
experiment without IR heating, assuming all peptide
ions are folded before IR irradiation. If y is the fraction
of peptide ions remaining unfolded at a delay of t after
IR, we have:

[z]t
[z]t � [z * ]t

� (1� y) * x (2)

Since the fraction of the even-electron z ions in the total
z ion population can be directly measured in the ECD
spectrum, y can be calculated for any given delay t.
Once again, plotting y as a function of t should give a
single exponential decay if the refolding process follows
first-order kinetics. Figure 5b plots the percentage of the
unfolded peptide ions against delay t, using the [z7]/
([z7] � [z7·]) to calculate y. The best fit gives krefold of
1.52� 0.14 s�1, corresponding to a 0.45 s refolding time,
nearly the same as that obtained in the IR-DR-ECD
approach.
Furthermore, it is also possible to estimate the intra-

complex H-transfer rate based on the abundance ratio
of the even and odd-electron fragment ions and the
fragment ion pair separation rate measured in the
DR-ECD experiments. Scheme 1 illustrates the forma-
tion of c· and z ions as the result of intracomplex
H-transfer:

Mn� � e� ¡ cz∗
¡

ks

c� z*

kf( kr

c * z ¡
ks

c * � z

The rate equations for relevant species in scheme 1 are
shown in eq 3:

d[cz * ]

dt
� �ks [cz * ]� kf [cz * ]� kr [cz * ]

d[c * z]

dt
� �ks [c * z]� kf [cz * ]� kr [c * z]

d[z * ]

dt
� �ks [cz * ]

d[z]

dt
� �ks [c * z] (3)

Equation set 3 can be solved analytically, giving:

[cz * ]t �
[cz * ]0
kf � kr

�kre
�kst � kfe

�(kf�kr�ks)t�

[c * z]t �
[cz * ]0
kf � kr

�kfe
�kst � kfe

�(kf�kr�ks)t�

[z * ]t �
[cz * ]0
kf � kr

�kr�1� e�kst� �
kskf

kf � kr � ks
�1� e�(kf�kr�ks)t��

[z]t �
[cz * ]0
kf � kr

�kf�1� e�kst� �
kskf

kf � kr � ks
�1� e�(kf�kr�ks)t�� (4)

As stated earlier, for most peptide ECD experiments,
when the excite/detect event happens, nearly all frag-
ment ion pairs have already fallen apart. In other
words, t in the above solution at the time of detection
can be approximated as infinity when considering the
product branching ratio, giving:

[z * ]

[z]
�

kr � ks

kf

(5)

In the extreme case where the separation of product
ions is much slower than the intracomplex hydrogen
transfer, i.e., ks �� kr, the ratio is governed primarily by
thermodynamics, giving the equilibrium constant be-
tween the c/z· and c·/z ion pairs. In the other extreme
case where the separation of product ions is much faster
than the intracomplex hydrogen transfer, i.e., ks �� kr,
the ratio is kinetically controlled, with the eq 5 reduced
to the familiar form of [z·]/[z] 	 ks/kf, giving the
branching ratio of a parallel or competitive reactions.

Figure 6. Linear fit of the ratio of the z7· and z7 abundances as a
function of the ion separation rate constant as calculated from the
DR-ECD experiments.
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Equation 5 can be rearranged as:

[z * ]

[z]
�

kr

kf

�
1

kf

ks (6)

With different delays between IR and ECD events, a set
of [z·]/[z] values can be obtained, with the correspond-
ing ks calculated from the DR-ECD experiment, and fit
into a straight line. Figure 6 shows one such plot for
fibrinopeptide B, using the ratio of [z7·]/[z7] and the ks

values from Figure 3. The linear regression fit gives a kf

of 2.0 ms�1 and a kr of 2.4 ms
�1. The quality of the fit is

only moderate, with an �0.94 correlation coefficient,
likely because of the assumption that kf and kr are
independent of the folding state. Nevertheless, the
obtained hydrogen transfer rates are nearly an order of
magnitude higher than the rate of product ion pair
separation under normal ECD conditions. It is thus of
no surprise that c· and z type ions are commonly
observed in peptide ion ECD, as the initially formed c/z·
ion pairs have plenty of time to undergo intracomplex
hydrogen transfer before they separate to produce
individual fragment ions. Despite this fast intracomplex
hydrogen transfer rate, c· and z type ions are rarely
observed in protein ion ECD experiments. Columbic
repulsion between positively charged c and z· counter-
parts, which are not present in the ECD products of
doubly charged tryptic peptide ions, may lead to faster
product ion separation in protein ion ECD, contributing
to this lack of H-transfer products. However, such is not
always the case as demonstrated in the DR-ECD exper-
iment of bovine ubiquitin, where many product ions
displayed significant abundance drop upon resonant
ejection of the charge reduced molecular ion, indicating
millisecond lifetimes (at least) of the fragment ion
complexes [54]. Presumably, the much more extensive
noncovalent interactions in protein ions outweigh the
columbic repulsion in determining the lifetime of inter-
mediates. Most likely, in protein ion ECD, H-transfer
still occurs extensively before product ion separation,
but somehow preferentially within the z· fragment itself
leading to radical stabilization, possibly due to the
tertiary structure of the gas-phase protein ion.
The percentage of the unfolded peptide ions at any

given time delay t is very different for Figure 4 and
Figure 5, because of different definitions of an unfolded
peptide in two methods. For the DR-ECD approach,
fragment ion pair complexes from an unfolded peptide
cannot have a lifetime longer than the ejection time,
while for the H-transfer method, they cannot undergo
any (observable) intracomplex H-transfer before they
break apart to produce c and z· ions. Since t1/2 of
H-transfer is much shorter than the ejection time ap-
plied in DR-ECD studies, a significant amount of ion
complexes from “unfolded” peptide ions in the DR-
ECD approach may still live long enough to generate
H-transfer products, and are therefore considered
“folded” peptides in the H-transfer method. Regardless,
despite different ways to probe the folding state of the

peptide ions, these two methods give similar refolding
time constants. When there are abundant c· or z type
ions, the H-transfer approach is convenient, and has the
potential of probing folded state that produces frag-
ment ion pairs shorter lived than that can be probed by
the IR-DR-ECD approach, as the typical half-life for
H-transfer is only a fraction of the ejection time com-
monly applied. However, not all peptide ions produce
appreciable amounts of c· or z type ions, and when this
is the result of intrafragment radical stabilization rather
than ultrafast fragment ion pair separation, the IR-DR-
ECD method should provide an excellent way to study
the folding kinetics.

Conclusions

The effect of IR irradiation on the ECD fragmentation
pattern of peptide ions was investigated using two
model peptides, Substance P and fibrinopeptide B. The
increased internal energy of the precursor ions often led
to amplified secondary fragmentation in IR-ECD. Ion
activation was accompanied by increased conforma-
tional heterogeneity and weakened noncovalent in-
tramolecular interactions. Improved sequence coverage
was observed in both peptide ions, likely the result of
the conformational change, rather than faster fragment
ion separation, as suggested by the lack of sequence
coverage improvement when IR irradiation was intro-
duced after the ECD event. Weakening of noncovalent
interactions did not lead to appreciable enhancement of
fragment ion yield because even at ambient tempera-
ture, fragment ion pair separation from small peptide
ECD was nearly complete before ion excitation and
detection, making IR-ECD unsuitable for probing gas-
phase peptide ion folding states. However, IR unfold-
ing of peptide ions did lead to increased c/c· and
decreased z/z· ratios, which can be utilized to study the
peptide refolding process. The refolding rate constant
for fibrinopeptide B was measured to be�1.5 s�1, much
faster than that of protein ions. Linear regression fit
based on a simplified kinetic model of intracomplex
hydrogen transfer gave the H-transfer rate constant of
�2 ms�1, about an order of magnitude faster than the
separation rate of the long-lived c/z ion pair, explaining
the ubiquitous presence of c· and z type ions in peptide
ion ECD spectra. Alternatively, the folding kinetics of
peptide ions can be studied by the IR-DR-ECD method.
Rapid resonant ejection of the charge reduced species
during ECD can lead to difference in fragment ion
yields for folded and unfolded peptide ions, which
were indistinguishable under normal ECD conditions,
thus making it a suitable probe for folding studies. This
approach gave a very similar folding time as that
obtained by monitoring the extent of hydrogen transfer,
and can be especially useful when no appreciable c· and
z type ions are present in the ECD spectrum.
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